
 

Lottery 25 balls numbered 1 25

Four balls drawn one at a time

Winning combination is the list of Four
numbers in the order they're selected
HOW many winning combinations are there if
each ball discarded aft its drawn

each ball replaced after its drawn

25 24 23 22

254

A certain alphabet has 5 letters Every word

has no more than 3 letters and letters can

be repeated How many words are possible

I letter 5

2 letters 5 5

3 letters 5 5 5

So total words 51 251 125 155



A family has 4 sons and 3 daughters

In how many ways can they be seated in

a row of 7 chairs so that at least 2

boy are next to each other

Total ways 7 5040

Ways where 2 boy not adjacent

B G B G B G B

4 3 3 2 X 2 x l x l 144

So there are 5040 144 4896

arrangements with at least 2 adjacent boys



How many 3 digit numbers have exactly one Zero

X O y x y 0

are the two possibilities

There are 9 choice For a y so

the answer is 2 9 9 162

A club has 20 members and 3 officers
Member A hates member B How many

ways can the 3 position be Filled if

A refuses to serve as an office if

B is also an officer

Ignoring restriction there are 20 19 18 ways

How many situations are there in which both

A and B are officers
There are 3 choices For an office For A

2 choice For an office For B and 18

choices For a person to Fill the last office



So there are 3 2 18 ways These are the
situations we don't want so the answer is

20 19 18 3 2 18 6732

How many possible distinct arrangements are

there of the letters in BALL

4
27 242 12

In how many ways can 6 people be

seated at a round table Two arrangement
are the same if For each person the

person to their left is the same in



both arrangements

5 120

A club has n members How many

ways can we form an r person committee

nC
r

Each block on the grid below is 1 unit

by 1 unit We want to walk From A
to B via a 7 unit path staying on

grid lines How many different paths can

we take
B

l



We must take a 7 unit path this consists

of four steps right and three steps up

These can be taken in any order Label each

step right by r and each step up by u

The number of path is therefore the number

of arrangements of rrrruuu which is

7
35

31.4



In how many ways can a dog breeder

separate 10 puppies into a group of 4

and a group of 6 if Biler Nipper
must be kept separate

Biter in smaller group

Nipper
i

8C 8cg 56

way to make that choice

Case2_ Biter in larger group



i

Again 56 ways to do this

So in total there are

56 t 56 112 rags


